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 Monday , May  29th   

Vocabulary: Complete the chart. (In your notebook, complete the following chart). 

 
COUNTRY NATIONALITY LANGUAGE 

IRELAND   

SWITZERLAND   

ARGENTINA   

CANADA   

EGYPT   

JAPAN   

AUSTRALIA   

BRAZIL   

 

 Tuesday , May 30th 

Reading: Use the words from the box and complete the story. (In your notebook copy the story and 

the questions and answer them). 

 

Ann is having a birthday party.  She is six-years-old today.  Ann told her mother she would like a 

very special cake for her sixth birthday.  She said she wanted a birthday cake with three layers: 

a large layer on the bottom, a medium-sized layer in the middle and a small layer on top.  Her 

mother went into the kitchen. She is very happy because her mother baked her cake exactly 

as she wanted.   
1) Who is having a birthday?_____Ann__________ 

2) Who baked her birthday cake? _____Mother_________ 

3) What was special about Ann’s cake? __three layers___________ 

4) When is Ann’s birthday? _____today____________ 

5) Where did mother bake the cake? ______kitchen________ 

6) Why did mother bake a cake? ___for Ann’s birthday_________ 

 

 

 

 

Mother  Ann  three layers  yesterday Father  Bobby 

Ann’s Birthday   today  Mother’s birthday kitchen  park 

 house 
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Wednesday, May 31st 

Vocabulary: Complete the sentences. (In your notebook, look at the pictures and complete the 

sentences writing the country and nationality). 

1. He is from  _ _ i_ _ _ n. He is  _ _ i_ i_ _.                

2. Belinda is from  _  r  _  _ c _ .She is   _ r _  _ c _.                      

3.Nikolas  is  from  _  _  _  _ c _ .  He  is  _r_ _ _.                 

4.The octopus Paul is from   _  p  _  _n . He is   _  p  _  _  _ s  _ .            

5.Pablo  is from   _  e  _   i  _   _. He is   _ e  _  i  _  _  _.       

6. Luigi  is from  _  t  _  _  _ .He is   _  t _  _  _ a  _.              

 

Wednesday, June 1st 

Grammar: Match the number with the correct option. (In your notebook, copy the exercise then 

match the number with the correct option). 

 

1. Are we going to work this weekend?        

2. Are they going to cook dinner?  

3. Are you going to exercise this evening?   

4.  Is Bill going to do anything after work 

5. Are Pam and Andrew going to have a picnic this weekend?   

6. Is it going to rain tomorrow?   

I´m going to go swimming _____ 

No, it´s not. It´s going to be cloudy _____ 

No, we´re not. We´re going to relax ____ 

 They´re going to make pasta     _____ 

He is going to visit his parents _____ 

They´re going to have a party. _____ 

 

 


